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ABSTRACT
We present the findings of a quantitative and qualitative empirical
research to understand the possibilities of engagement and affection
in the use of conversational agents (chatbots). Based on an experiment with 13 participants, we explored on one hand the correlation
between the user expectation, user experience and intended use
and, on the other, whether users feel keen and engaged in having a
personal, empathic relation with an intelligent system like chatbots.
We used psychological questionnaires to semi-structured interviews
for disentangle the meaning of the interaction. In particular, the personal psychological background of participants was found critical
while the experience itself allowed them to imagine new possible
relations with chatbots. Our results show some insights on how
people understand and empathize with future interactions with
conversational agents and other non-visual interfaces.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a wide topic and involves different
algorithmic-driven software for knowledge representation, reasoning, and social intelligence, among others. During the last years,
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virtual assistants and conversational agents have been exponents
of advanced Machine Learning processes and new technological
capabilities. Nowadays, the use of this type of assistants, based on
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Speech Recognition is becoming more than ever natural since these systems are embedded in
almost all smartphones and web interfaces. Moreover, the development of conversational agents, such chatbots, are widely spreading
thanks to open APIs in messaging platforms (i.e. Telegram, WeChat,
Facebook Messenger, etc).
The opportunity of conversational agents for marketing campaigns and costumer care services brought a strong excitement
in the industry reflected in multiple online publications and news
websites. Yet this phenomenon is less studied in the academic field,
specially in Human-Computer Interaction. Opportunities and consequences can be found not only in new utilitarian appropriations but
also in semiotic and affective relations with these socio-technical
assemblages [29]. The importance of science fiction in ubiquitous
computing [25], and the use of fiction as a research method [6],
allow technologists to understand the opportunities of algorithmic
interfaces [14, 20], while preventing unwanted consequences [11].
Embodied interactions with technology have been analysed by a
sociological and ethnomethodological point of view by Paul Dourish [16], understanding that symbolic relations are not only important but also accountable. The use of smartphones and algorithmic
applications can also modify our emotions, aesthetics and taste
in automation processes [3]. The importance of the topic is approached by Uday Gajendar who called for "HCI professionals to
ensure these advancements are truly improving the human condition,
enabling real relationships and supporting our daily activities." [19].
For that reason, we developed an experiment based on quantitative and qualitative methods to understand the opportunities and
effects on human behaviour with this type of interfaces in real-life
situations. We present our first results of a series of interviews with
13 people, who interacted with two self-designed conversational
agents, by evaluating their conversational interactions by using
well-defined surveys from psychology and ethnographic methods.

2

RELATED WORK

Starting by a raw definition, bots can be described as AI systems
with automation capabilities for assisting humans in specific tasks.
Moreover, Conversational Agents can be understood as bots systems using text-to-speech and/or chat interfaces (chatbots). In this
universe we can find different types of bots depending on their
architecture [43].
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Experiments on virtual assistants have been recurrently made
in the AI and Human-Robot Interaction research fields proving
different opportunities to create affection [37] and engagement with
users [21]; even home-assistant robots can be considered social
entities [23]. Generative bots (those aimed to generate new and
creative content by using NLP algorithms [44, 48]) and social bots
(those to interact in social networks, even with good [42, 45] or
bad [18] intentions) have been studied as well [12].
Regarding conversational agents, recent publications have shown
results on its usability and user apprehension to these new interfaces and technologies [31]. In [4] it is remarked the importance
of small talk as a way to generate trust with the user, generating
a social relation thanks to characteristics such as familiarity, solidarity and affect. The authors acknowledge that only extrovert
people increase trust on social talks during embodied conversations,
remaining unclear what happens with chat- or phone-based conversational systems. In [1] it is considered the difficulty of these complex systems to recreate natural turn-taking, change the dialogue
domain, recognize intention and follow an incremental generation
model of content in contextual conversations mixing dialogue with
task management.
Even though there have been several attempts in the literature
to develop effective conversational agents, consumer oriented products still offer basic dialogue capacity. Since our intention is to
analyse user expectation and experience, we worked with the current state of chatbots rather than looking at more capable systems.

2.1

Hedonomics, Anthropomorphism and the
Uncanny Valley

Despite our study does not approach embodied interactions with
robotics or physical objects, it is important to remark the place of
aesthetic on creating affection. Hedonomics [22] is defined as a Ergonomics discipline that intends to evaluate how the user measures
its emotions. In the case of Anthropomorphism, Lemaignan [30]
presented a model to evaluate its Dynamics. Anthropomorphism
is defined as a social phenomena and includes "emotional states,
motivations, intentions ascribed by the user to the robot" [30, p.
226]. This topic has been discussed many years ago resulting in
several controversies [13]. In the Lemaignan’s model, familiarity is
a key element for user engagement, but disruption and cognition
can modify the long-term perception. These concepts are present
in our findings and will be later on compared.
The idea behind Anthropomorphism is that human-like robots
and embodied systems can rise positive emotions. But it was also
stated that excessive similarities can produce the opposite effect,
known as the Uncanny Valley in robotics [34]. In this regard, Misselhorn [33] suggested that leading something to the users’ imagination and perception, can help to elude repulsive reactions. In words
of Brahnam [8], conversational agent’s designers can rely on the
ethos (the Aristotle’s definition of moral character and goodwill) to
generate credibility and trust by adapting agent behaviour to the
user ethos.

2.2

Computers as Social Actors (CASA)

As with human-like characteristics, there have been intentions to
analyse computers as social actors. That is, to understand how
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users perceive them not as machines, but as actors that follow
social rules. In [35] it is presented a method to determine which
social cues lead to users to act as if they were interacting with social
actors instead of machines. This perspective provided some insights
on how users can recognize different types of actors and provide
social attributions. It gave us a basic understanding to drive our
experiment.
Beyond the efforts in HCI for understanding this paradigm, Science and Technology Studies have a long trajectory considering
technological artifact as actants, including notably Latour’s ActorNetwork Theory (ANT) and further discussions [28, 29]. In [41],
it is proposed a framework to analyse interactions with everyday
context-aware objects, relating ANT to virtual agents. In ANT, it is
not only under consideration that computers are social actors, but
it is established that non-human actants (including computers) can
have agency over others actors.

2.3

Affective Computer and Emotional
Intelligence

MIT researcher Rosalind Picard developed a conceptual implication
of affection in machine development [40]. She based her "affective
computing" theory on psychological tests and neural responses,
linking decision making with the role of emotions. She argued
that machines should recognize these emotions to effectively assist people. As such, Picard offered a set of useful guidelines to
design affective systems. Later, Picard and colleagues [39] argued
that machines should provide some affective feedback to the user’s
emotional state. This state would be measured by specific signals
and context. But authors disclaimed of it because even humans have
difficulties to determine correctly other’ emotions. The proposed
solution was to match gesture patterns to psychological signals,
admitting some limitations. First, emotional response changes from
day to day, making it difficult to determine continuity of measurement. And second, only spme specific features can be actually
matched with real emotional states.
Despite the efforts made to progress in this topic, there still
remain unknown factors to study about the implications of AI in
our daily lives. For example, Cassell [9] stated that language ability
does not make the agent more social, but non-verbal actions in
cooperation. Beyond of primitive responses and facial expressions,
it remains unclear how conversational situations impact on our
emotions.
Moreover, social and cultural effects on algorithmic powered
technologies have recently raised great interest in the HCI, Computer Science, and Sociology communities [7, 14]. Beyond technicalities on affective computing, it is a current concern how this
feedback can modify the social condition and personal relations.

3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

HCI is an interdisciplinary field [5] as it provides a place for achieving the necessity of observing new social phenomena through a variety of methodologies [46]. In this line, our focus is on understanding
the nature of emotional engagement between the individual
psychological mindset and a chatbot during a conversation.
To respond to this question, we devised an experiment that consisted of testing and evaluating the use of conversational agents and
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their effect on people. The design, settings, and evaluation methods
of the experiment are described in the following.

3.1

Experimental Design and Task

The strategy was to create two agents to test different behaviours,
in order to compare the affection or the possible empathy with the
participants. For doing so, we designed two platforms that enabled
one-to-one conversations using a mobile phone. For the main interface at the client side (mobile phone), we used the Telegram Bot
API in both agents, because it allowed us to have a common interface with a simple implementation. As noted in [37], conversations
are preferred in personal proximity level, influencing an affective
dominance in participants. We designed the behaviour of agents to
reach enough intimacy by using informal language.
For the server side, we found that beside the raise of platforms
for creating conversations through Machine Learning algorithms,
few of them supported other languages than English. Since the local
spoken language was Spanish, we developed the platform based on
what best suited to our needs.
For Chatbot 1 (CH1), we took the classical AIML (stands for Artificial Intelligence Mark-up Language, an XML-based format for
specifying natural language software agents) processor based on
the original ALICE project [47] using the open source software
Program-O (PHP). The AIML-based processor is a widely used
system to easily develop and configure conversational agents. Its
simplicity though comes at the expense of some limitations for specifying sophisticated conversations to fully exploit the capabilities
of natural language processing. Our choice was based on successful early experiments and its multi-lingual support, which fit the
needs of the current experiment. We designed the conversations
to make them apparently real and interesting by configuring the
AIML-based processor with pre-defined conversational itineraries
by means of matching short sentences or keywords during the
conversation to respond accordingly. We also considered the possibilities of failures and errors, giving the chatbot the opportunity to
behave and react accordingly to prevent it from getting stuck. For
example, when a participant answered ambiguously, the chatbot
either remained in the previous conversation thread or changed
the topic. In case of confusion, the chatbot could avoid the answer
or related it to a different topic. The lack of context, though, is the
major problem of this type of processors, but also one of the main
issues in AI in general.
For Chatbot 2 (CH2), we used a Wizard of Oz method [36], where
a person is pretending to be the bot. In order for a person (operator)
to really operate the bot, we designed a web interface in NodeJS
to interact with the Telegram API Bot to enabling a chat platform
through which an operator could interact with the participants.
Obviously, participants were not told about the real implementation behind CH2, and they believed the bot acted autonomous. To
reduce bias in answers, the operator received guidance with behavioral rules similar to those followed by CH1. We decided to use
this mechanism because only humans can behave freely and we
wanted to improve the bot corpus. We expected that by having
more contextual answers, participants would get more engaged in
the conversation.
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The experiment consisted of an individual session where each
participant was given a mobile phone with Telegram installed and
ready to talk with both chatbots. The expected time to spend for
each chatbot was 10 minutes, but some of the conversations ended
earlier on the request of participants.

3.2

Evaluation methods

The evaluation was conducted at three different stages of the experiment:
(1) Before the interaction with the bots, we gave the participants a set of surveys. As noted in [4], subjects might
respond differently based on their predisposition. For measuring their emotional state minimising this issue, we used
a Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) to account for 7 attitudes
or variables (Happiness, Sadness, Anger, Surprise, Anxiety,
Tranquility and Vigor). Next, we used the Spanish adapted
version of the Interpersonal Reactivity Index (IRI) [32] to
understand their disposition to empathy. Finally, we also
developed a semi-structured interview to understand the
previous knowledge and usage of the participants with respect to AI, Conversational Agents and chatbots (including
Telegram and Facebook bots), Virtual Assistants (such as
Siri, Alexa, and Google Now), and inquired them about
their disposition to use these interfaces in the near future.
(2) After the interaction with both systems (CH1 and CH2),
participants were asked to fill in a survey based on the
Multidimensional Integrative Model (MIM), adapted from
the proposed schema by Fernandez, Lopez & Marquez [17].
It was aimed to assess each of the interactions within a
pro-social behaviour and sense of affiliation based on a cognitive and affective empathy. The MIM survey uses 5 variables (Discomfort, Frustration/anger/impotence, Interest,
Satisfaction, Wellness) that correlate with different levels
of Emotional Contagion and affective-cognitive empathy. It
was followed by an interview where users explained their
experience and highlighted whether their preconception
changed about conversational agents.
(3) Once the session with participants ended, our analysis
continued with a Thematic Network Analysis [2] of the resulting interviews. Similar to Luger & Sellen [31], we used
this method to extract and build conceptual and sensitive
insights based on recorded textual data. Additionally, we
analysed response times from the timestamped logs of the
conversations, giving us contextual bits of information on
how the chatbots and participants have behaved.
Different ways of measuring usability, engagement and affection
in interactions with Conversational Agents can be found in the
literature [24, 37], but only providing partial results. It is clear that
much remains to be discovered yet. As much of the communication
process occurs in the participant interpretation, our methodology
is oriented to consider previous states of the participants in order
to clarify the affection process through an ethnographic process.

3.3

Participants

We conducted the experiment with 13 participants who can be
classified in 3 groups by age: 3 participants in the 18 to 25 years
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after the experiment, the same participant was open to
use it for regular tasks and entertainment activities. Other
participants, though, were already excited to embrace a
relation and felt positive after trying it.
• Other participants changed their emotions after having a
good experience, leading to imagination for creating new
relations with the system. Before and after the experiment,
all participants described new functionalities for specific
and routine tasks, or new uses of these technologies: "I
think about it for elderly people who have more rejection from
technology or displays. By the fact that it is a conversation
it can be easy for them." or "I think it could be smarter, if
people can access to something different, an answer that is
not the same for everyone".
• The results of VAS survey indicated that the attitude of
each individual was a critical factor both in the development of the experiment and for the possibility of creating
more intense conversations. Intensity can be described here
as more time for chatting, more lines of conversation, more
user’s domination over the conversation, and more and varied utterances and social cues used during the conversation.

Figure 1: MIM scoring Mean and Standard Deviation for CH1
and CH2

group, 8 in the range 26-36 years, and 2 between 37 and 50. All
of them have an undergraduate degree and mostly postgraduate
studies (10 of 13, with background in Computer Science, Humanities
and Psychology). In terms of gender, 9 of them were women.
The level of digital literacy in the group was high. Seven used
computers on a daily basis up to 7 hours, and the remaining six
stated that they spent more than 7 hours a day using it. All of them
use smartphones on a daily basis, and 12 answered they use them
very frequently. Regarding the use of virtual assistants, participants
were asked if they knew or have used some of the publicly available
platforms. Ten of them have used Siri or Google Now at least once,
but only 3 of them - males, between 30 and 34 with experience in
programming and highly educated - have had a conversation with
a chatbot using either Facebook or Telegram.

4

FINDINGS

Main findings are presented according to the two groups of evaluation methods described earlier.

4.1

Evaluating the emotional and
psychological state

In a first instance we found that participants already had a previous
idea of a possible relation with virtual and conversational agents,
and described fears, hope, excitement and curiosity in different
emotional insights:
• Some participants were skeptic about the opportunity and
remained so after the experiment, suggesting that the expected functionality was more oriented to a rational aspect
of its use. For example, before the experiment one participant (P04) stated,"it offers a solution that you already have,
it’s like I feel more comfortable doing it by myself", but at the
same time he said that he felt old or antique since he is not
embracing this new technology and prefers to do it by himself. Looking at the IRI Survey results, P04 scored highly
in Empathic Concern (EC) and Personal Discomfort (PD)
sub-scales and comparatively low at Fantasy. Nevertheless,

4.2

Evaluating the conversation experience

We found that the experience with the second chatbot (CH2) was
better than the first (CH1), which is reflected in the MIM survey.
Participants scored higher for interest (probability of affiliation
but with emotional detachment), satisfaction (high probability of
affiliation) and well-being (medium/low probability of affiliation) in
relation to the second chatbot, while more frustration (low probability of pro-social behaviour) with regards to the first chatbot (see
Figure 1). In terms of the number of conversation lines and the duration of the conversation, the difference between both experiences
is also maintained (see Figure 2).
In spite of the absence of clear insights with the IRI survey,
Spearman’s correlation [49] showed that Fantasy (FS) sub-scale is
a linear relationship with lower scores of discomfort (coefficient:
0.412, p-value: 0.1609) and frustration (coefficient: 0.530, p-value:
0.0619).
After analysing and examining the interviews with the Thematic
Network Analysis [2, 31] method, we highlight here the following
findings that will be later on analysed and described in detail in
next section:
• Random, empty or duplicated answers and topic turn-taking
by the chatbots were perceived as bad behaviour or logic.
• Keeping the context, humour and timing were essential for
humanizing the process.
• Positive effects were caused by letting the conversation be
open, using social cues and empathic signs, and touching
personal topics from the bot side.

5

DISCUSSION AND CONTRIBUTIONS

In this section we describe our finding and interpretations of the
experiment with the aim to understanding the nature of emotional
engagement between the individual psychological mindset and a
chatbot during a conversation.

A new friend in our Smartphone? Observing Interactions with Chatbots in the search of emotional engagement
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preconception highlighted by some participants. They believed
that if they kept talking, the system would get better answers,
because "they will know better". One of the participants said, "I
suppose that the more it (the chatbot) deal with me, the more it
can respond, right? And the more useful it will be, the more agile it
will be. I suppose if that would give you more opportunities...". This
belief though was not clearly showed up in the conversation logs,
and it can be explained by considering the preconception effect.
This shows that the modernist vision on the future of AI systems
facilitates the engagement process.

5.2

Figure 2: Time and Length Conversation Comparison between Bots

5.1

The preconception in the use of virtual
assistants

We found that some participants already knew about AI systems because their personal or professional activities. Another distinctive
group showed some reference to commonly used systems like Siri
or Alexa. And some even showed an interest or pointed to Science
Fiction series or films (i.e. "After watching HER, the movie, I don’t
think so..." ). Those who brought the name of these fictions showed
some concerns about privacy and also dystopic future ideas, while
at the same time showed more excitement to do the test. Indeed, it
is well known that familiarity with fiction is linked to embodied
empathic behaviours [27], being also used as a HCI approach for
designing new devices [15]. This suggests the importance of preconception about what these systems are able to do, and correlates
with familiarity, as Lemaignan and colleagues aptly mentioned [30],
when users expect pre-configured types of interactions. Some of
these pre-configured behaviours during interviews include: answering while the participant was still writing (leaving the idea that the
system can predict what is next), finding relation between topics,
having a sense of humour or giving nimbly responses.
The implications on the preconception in the use of chatbots can
still be threshed out as follows.
5.1.1 The influence of the professional background. Participants
who work in computer science, or have programming skills, showed
skeptic expectations about the possibilities of the chatbots. Most of
them evaluated the system regarding its functionality, and were less
inclined to be open-minded to have a different experience. In the
previous section we mentioned a participant with background in
Computer Science (P04) who scored high in PD sub-scale. Other two
participants, who also were skeptic before starting the experiment,
obtained similar results. On the contrary, people akin to humanities
or in activities related to cognition abilities got surprised about the
possibility of engagement with this sort of systems.
5.1.2 The expected learning process. The assumption that the
system did actually learn (expected learning process) was a clear

The cross-empathy behaviour

Participants were strongly engaged when the chatbot remembered
something that they have said before, even when it was just the participant’s name. This effect of empathy from the system provoked
on them the same empathic feeling. In another example, when the
chatbot asked for details about some anecdote expressed by the
user earlier, the rise of affection was immediately highlighted by
the participant. The participants also mentioned an affection when
the chatbot asked something personal. For example, one participant
mentioned when the bot "asked me a special experience for my life.
In my childhood, he told me to tell him a little more of that. And I felt
it as real."

5.3

The timing bias

In several answers, we found that the response time of the system
was critical. But it was unclear the effect of it over the participants’
affection. Some of them found that the delay in the response was
related to the intelligence of the system (assuming that it takes time
to give a smart answer) while others expressed their disappointment
in this lag effect. There is no receipt for this matter, since it depends
on the situation and the user expectation which can be variable
depending on the context and the intention.

5.4

The effect of unexpected

Unexpected behaviours in the system side brought some controversial insights. Most people found annoying that the system changed
the topic of the conversation, but only some of them understood
this behaviour as a way to keep the conversation alive. As noted
in [30], the unexpected, depends on the perceived agent intention
to be judged as a failure. This need of turn-taking behaviour in
embodied conversational agents was already pointed by Cassell [9],
where non-verbal actions can manage this kind of unexpected situations. But with the unexpected, we also found the presence of
serendipity connections (the act of finding new and unexpected situations) that could bring different choreographs on the use of the
system, supporting the value of previous findings in Kefalidou &
Sharples [26].

6

CONCLUSIONS

The whole intention of this research was aimed to understand the
possibilities to embrace some kind of personal relationship with
chatbots. In the current stage of AI technology, most systems are
oriented to specific functions instead of real or contextual intelligence. For that reason, we were aware of the low possibility to fulfill
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the expected learning preconceptions, although, preconceptions
were found critical for encouraging engagement with the chatbot.
We asked our participants if they would have future relations
with these systems. Most of them were skeptic to have personal
relations or more confidence as they perceived the current state of
the art of conversational agents was not so advance to the point
to enabling this sort of conversations and interactions. But, some
of them talked about their experience with Siri which was more
empathic because it makes jokes and gives funny answers. Also
two participants expressed their intention to sharing this situation
with friends, as a way of socializing their findings. Socialization is
an important advantage because it shows a breaking point of the
previous "functional" conception of systems. Regarding the CASA
and ANT paradigms mentioned earlier, some participants agreed
on being increasingly confident with trustworthy systems, even
letting them make decisions on their behalf, which is undoubtedly
a confirmation of both theories. Future designs should consider not
only the opportunity to build new agents as a social actors but also
consider ethical consequences of it.
It is worth exploring the combination of utterances, "social cues",
discourse postures [10] and the animism [38] effect of AI, which
may contribute to greater levels of engagement. We agree with
Misselhorn who suggested that "an object which does not display a
great number of human-like features, but very typical and salient
ones, might do better in terms of perception-based empathy..." [33,
p. 356].
We conclude that combining different behaviour strategies in
the design of the agents would be helpful to positively engage with
users, but the level of human-likeness should be relative and well
balanced to the purpose. In other words, promoting anthropomorphism is helpful, as it also provides machine-like signals, preventing
the user from being confused.
Finally, we presented a set of mixed qualitative and quantitative methods for evaluating these systems. Even though more and
deeper proofs of validity are necessary, cross-domain analytic methods for evaluating this kind of interfaces have been proven valuable.
While the experience is accountable through a qualitative approach,
quantitative methods allowed us to have a closer understanding
when they are used to systematically capture data.

7

LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER WORK

The presented results are partial in the sense that encounters were
not strong enough to make a safe statement. More and varied experiments should be made to deeply analyse these phenomena. The
experiment was held in an Spanish-centered environment potentially causing social bias, due to language and cultural constraints.
Gender specific differentiation might also provide new insights,
specifically with methods that presented differences in their results,
like the IRI survey. Moreover, the interface used (Telegram) was
chosen because it was regularly used by all participants, but cognitive effects could have been different using other types of user
interfaces.
While the sample of participants is not enough to having a valid
quantitative result, the experiment was focused on how mixed
methods can complement each other, focused on the output of
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subjective appreciations. In this regard, highlighted results should
be considered starting points to new future studies.
Although the technology possibilities of creating more sophisticated AI systems that would enhance bots capabilities are dramatically raising, future commercial, connected and location-based
products will surely bring new scenarios to create fictional and
non-fictional opportunities to study conversational interfaces in
many and diverse real-life situations which are ever unimaginable
today.
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